Track More of Your
Research Impact
Publons Researcher Proﬁles

“In today’s highly competitive research
environment, I am frequently asked to demonstrate
my impact. But keeping track of all my
contributions is tedious, frustrating, and
time-consuming. I have grown exhausted with
keeping all of the different proﬁles and tools
up-to-date.”
- Researcher feedback

Track more of your
research impact
Track your publications, citation
metrics, peer reviews, and journal
editing work in one, easy-to-maintain
proﬁle.

•

All your publications, instantly imported from Web of Science, ORCID, or your
bibliographic reference manager (e.g. EndNote or Mendeley)

•

Trusted citation metrics, automatically imported from the Web of Science

•

Your veriﬁed peer review and journal editing history, powered by partnerships with
thousands of scholarly journals

•

Downloadable record summarising your scholarly impact as an author, editor and
peer reviewer.

Uniﬁed Authentication
A seamless user-experience.
Sign in to Publons, EndNote, and ResearcherID
using the same email and password.
Notes:
● Uniﬁed authentication from 17 December
2018.

Modern proﬁle
Simple and intuitive
user interface making it
easy for you to build,
maintain, and navigate
your proﬁle

Summary of key publication and peer
review metrics

Navigate to detailed metrics, publication, or
peer review and journal editing summaries

Research ﬁelds, bio, institutional aﬃliations,
and highly cited and peer review awards

Most cited publications and citation counts

Journals reviewed for and count of veriﬁed
reviews performed

Easy to add publications to your proﬁle
1.

Import publications directly from
Web of Science via your Private
Dashboard.

2.

Import publications from ORCiD,
DOI/title search, or by ﬁle upload

3.

Validate which publications are
yours and add them to your
proﬁle.

Claim your publications from Web of Science
Claim your publications directly from
Web of Science and export to your
Publons proﬁle.
Note: If you have a pop-up blocker, you will need to
disable this to be able to claim your publications from
within Web of Science.

Import citations and h-index from Web of Science
Publons automatically calculates your Web
of Science citation counts and h-index for
any publications you have imported to your
proﬁle, regardless of how the publications
were added.
N.B. citation counts are only for articles indexed in the Web
of Science

Simple to maintain a veriﬁed record of your peer reviews
Automatically add reviews to your proﬁle thanks to our integrations with thousands of scholarly journals.
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Publons automatically
retrieves and transfers
veriﬁed review details.

Publons opt-in

Publons checks for existing account.
If none, invites reviewer to sign up

Proﬁle updated with veriﬁed review record
(No sensitive information is displayed)

Add reviews and
editorial records
for non-partnered
journals
We verify these records behind the scenes and
add the records to your proﬁle.

•

Email review receipts (‘Thank you
for reviewing emails) to
reviews@publons.com

•

Manually enter review details from
your private dashboard.

Display your editorial and peer review history
Editorial board memberships.
Number of manuscripts handled as an
editor for different journals.
Count of veriﬁed reviews performed for
different journals.
Note: Publons works in full compliance with journal
review policies and only reveals information about
reviewed manuscripts that is permitted by the
publisher and reviewer.

Track your impact over time
Track and compare your publication, journal
editing, and peer review contributions over time.
Compare review metrics with everyone on
Publons or with researchers in select ﬁelds using
the ﬁlter.

With a more complete suite of metrics
●

h-index

●

Avg. citations per article

●

Avg. citations per year

●

Total citations over time

●

Peer review metrics

●

Editorial Board Memberships

●

Citations of papers you reviewed

Download your Veriﬁed Record
Save time preparing for evaluations and funding
applications with your downloadable report
summarizing your work as a published author,
editor and peer reviewer.
This version is available today
Updated design coming in 2019 to include:
●
●
●
●

Citation metrics
h-index
Reformatting
Greater customization

Link with ORCiD
and ResearcherID

From your proﬁle settings:

•

Export your veriﬁed review history to
your ORCiD and import your
publications to Publons to increase
visibility of your work.

•

Link your ResearcherID.

Retrieve and
showcase awards

Highly Cited Researchers

Publons Academy
Mentors or Graduates

Top peer reviewers

Download oﬃcial certiﬁcates
directly from your proﬁle.

Publicly showcase your achievements from your proﬁle.

New evidence of service and standing

“

It is no longer enough to just be doing great research; you also need to demonstrate that you
are contributing to your profession more broadly. Peer review is an important means by which
researchers can contribute to the growth of their profession, and demonstrating that you have
done a certain amount of peer review (via a veriﬁable means such as Publons) proves that you
are indeed making contributions to the greater good of research. This is an excellent change in
research culture and the criteria by which researchers are judged, because it encourages more
researchers to contribute to their research ﬁeld more broadly. This is needed to ensure high
quality research worldwide.

Prof. Amanda Salis
NHMRC Senior Research Fellow - The Boden Institute of Obesity, Nutrition, Exercise & Eating Disorders,
University of Sydney

Loved by researchers

“

Publons is a perfect way to keep a validated
track-record of contributions. This is a great way to
keep my activity organised and documented for
academic documents like CV and promotion
applications.
Timothy R. Angeli
Research Fellow - Auckland Bioengineering Institute, The University
of Auckland

“

My Head of Department gave me speciﬁc feedback
on two aspects of my [promotion] application. One
was my teaching, the other was my Publons proﬁle. It
really stood out that someone could verify what I had
done in terms of peer review. Needless to say that my
Head of Department is a physicist, so he likes
evidence!
Matthias Lein
Senior Lecturer, School of Chemical and Physical Sciences, Victoria
University of Wellington

BECOME A MASTER OF PEER REVIEW

The Publons
Academy
An online, practical peer review training course.

•

Learn the core competencies for peer
review through 10 modules —
developed together with world
renowned researchers and Nobel
Prize winners;

•

Practice writing reviews and hone
your academic writing skills to
impress editors;

•

Beneﬁt from exclusive guidance,
resources and examples;

•

Get endorsed from your very own
Publons Academy supervisor;

•

Receive an oﬃcial graduation
certiﬁcate certifying your skills as a
master of peer review in your ﬁeld;

•

Express interest in reviewing for
journals in your ﬁeld and put yourself
forward for editorial board
membership;

•

Free for individual researchers.
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